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Scope and Coverage

Hypatia Reviews Online (HRO) is the online venue for book reviews commissioned
by Hypatia, A Journal of Feminist Philosophy. Their goal is to provide timely, broad

coverage of feminist philosophy books and books of interest to feminist
philosophers.Hypatia Reviews Online is open access; all HRO reviews are available
free on this website.
HROpublishes substantive reviews of individual books, typically 1500-2500 words
in length. Review essays and book symposia will continue to appear in regular issues
of the journal but, after Fall 2012, Hypatia book reviews will be published online.
Hypatia Reviews Online publishes reviews with the permission of the contributing
author. Reviews appearing in HRO may be copied for educational and scholarly use
so long as credit is given to the author and HRO.
The Hypatia Book Review Editor will consider for review any new book published
in feminist philosophy with the exception of anthologies of previously published
material, paperback reprints, textbooks, and revised editions of previously published
books. The Editor will also consider non-feminist books of interest to feminist
philosophers.

Kind of Information

Hypatia Reviews Online publishes reviews with the permission of the contributing
author.

Each review comes with books cover picture and a short note. Review article comes
with original books title, author/editor name, publication details and then the name of
the reviewer. The review article can be downloaded in PDF format or One can print a
particular review from this site.

Arrangement Pattern

All the reviews are published year wise & under each year,book review articles are
arranged date wise(date of review).

Remarks

Reviews appearing in HRO may be copied for educational and scholarly use so long
as credit is given to the author and HRO.
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 CJ Online Reviews (https://cj.camws.org/reviews.php)
 Notre Dame Philosophical Reviews : An Electronic Journal
( http://ndpr.nd.edu/recent-reviews/)
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